**LEGION Y25-25 Monitor**

**VICTORY IS NOT AN OPTION, IT IS INEVITABLE**

The stakes are high in a tournament setting, and the right tools can make all the difference in the world. The Legion Y25-25 presents every little detail in a tournament, allowing you to game stress-free.

The Y25 justifies its place as an essential esport weapon. A monitor's ergonomics are vital to keeping players comfortable through fast-paced multiplayer battles at the tournament level, the Y25 doesn’t just keep up but does a lot more. Exceptionally smooth gameplay, no matter how fast you move in-game. Built for those engaged in vast, fast-paced race in the outback or trawling a sea of enemies through a battlefield.

When engaging multiple opponents in a single game, the right target and seeing your enemies clearly can be the difference between firing first and getting shot. Time and losing comes down to the minutest of details. To stand out from the competition, you need equipment allowing you to game stress-free.

**SUPERLATIVE CLARITY**

A 24.5-inch WLED panel with a 1920 x 1080 resolution and In-Plane Switching offers wide viewing angles. Whether viewing from the side or rear, near the monitor or farther away, the display’s color is consistent across the entire viewing area.

A 240 Hz refresh rate, 1 ms response time, and 99% sRGB color gamut ensure that the Legion Y25-25 presents every little detail in a tournament, allowing you to game stress-free. True color from every angle.

**EXCEPTIONALLY SMOOTH GAMEPLAY**

Elite pro gamers are fast. They can make up to 600 actions per minute. However, a monitor's performance is far more critical to ensuring that the game remains as smooth as possible. Thankfully, the Legion Y25 presents an incredibly smooth gameplay experience.

The 240 Hz refresh rate, 1 ms response time, and 99% sRGB color gamut ensure that the Legion Y25-25 presents every little detail in a tournament, allowing you to game stress-free. True color from every angle.

**PRACTICAL CONNECTIVITY**

There is more than one way to connect your Legion Y25-25. Whether engaging multiple opponents in a single game, the right target and seeing your enemies clearly can be the difference between firing first and getting shot. Time and losing comes down to the minutest of details. To stand out from the competition, you need equipment allowing you to game stress-free.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Panel Size:** 24.5-inch
- **Panel Type:** IPS
- **Color Gamut:** 99% sRGB
- **Brightness (typical):** 300 nits
- **Contrast Ratio (typical):** 89.9
- **Viewing Angle (H x V @ CR 10:1):** 178° / 178°
- **Resolution:** 1920 x 1080
- **Refresh Rate:** 240 Hz
- **Dot/Pixel Per Inch (DPI/PPI):** 165
- **In-plane Switching:** Yes
- **HDR Decoding:** Yes
- **Response Time:** 1 ms (Extreme)
- **Color Depth:** 16.7 Million
- **Color Support (typical):** 16.7 Million
- **Headphone Hook:** Yes
- **Tilt Angle (front/back):** -5° / 22°
- **Pivot:** Yes
- **Swivel:** Yes
- **Lift:** Yes
- **Kensington Lock Slot:** Yes
- **VESA Mount Capability:** Yes (100 x 100 mm)
- **Cable Management:** Yes
- **Headphone Holder:** Yes
- **Audio Signal:** Internal
- **Audio Out (3.5 mm):** Yes
- **USB Hub:** Yes
- **1 x Audio out (3.5 mm):** Yes
- **USB 3.0 (2 with BC 1.2):** Yes
- **USB 3.0 Type B:** Yes
- **USB Upstream:** Yes
- **HDMI 2.0:** Yes
- **DP 1.2:** Yes
- **Needle Headphone Support:** Yes
- **No HDR Decoding:** No
- **AMD Radeon FreeSync™:** Works Only With Compatible AMD Radeon Graphics
- **Sync Technology:** Yes

For the latest information on our products, visit www.lenovo.com.